Abstract. Let R be a finitely generated virtually free group (a finite extension of a free group) and let H be a finitely generated subgroup of R. Denote byR the profinite completion of R and letH be the closure of H inR. It is proved that the normalizer NR(H) ofH inR is the closure inR of NR(H). The proof is based on the fact that R is the fundamental group of a graph of finite groups over a finite graph and on the study of the minimal H-invariant subtrees of the universal covering graph of that graph of groups. As a consequence we prove results of the following type: let R be a group that is an extension of a free group by finite solvable group, and let x, y ∈ R; then x and y are conjugate in R if their images are conjugate in every finite quotient of R.
Let R be a residually finite abstract group. Then R is embedded naturally in its profinite completionR = lim ←− U ∈U
R/U,
where U denotes the collection of all normal subgroups U of finite index in R. Given a subset X of R, denote its topological closure inR byX. This paper is concerned with the following problem: if H is a finitely generated subgroup of R, what is the relationship between the normalizer N R (H) of H in R and the normalizer NR(H) ofH inR? Originally this question arose in [10] while studying conjugacy separability in groups that arise as iterations of amalgamated free products of certain groups. In [10] the question is answered when R is a finite extension of a polycyclic group; and then the answer is the desirable one: NR(H) is the closure inR of N R (H). Perhaps not completely surprising given the nature of polycyclic groups, the proof of that result is 'arithmetic' and eventually it relies on number theoretic results and methods.
In this paper we deal with the case when R is a finitely generated abstract virtually free group, i.e., a finite extension of a free group Φ. Such a group is residually finite. In fact our results are placed in a more general setting: we consider a group R that contains a free normal subgroup Φ such that R/Φ is a group in a given class C of finite groups which is an extension-closed variety of finite groups, i.e., C is a nonempty class of finite groups closed under subgroups, homomorphic images and extensions. For example, C could be the class of all finite groups, the class of all finite solvable groups, or the class of all finite pgroups, where p is a fixed prime number. Then instead of the profinite completion of R we study the problem mentioned above for the pro-C completion
of R. It turns out that in this case R is also canonically embedded in RĈ, so that the question mentioned above has a natural analog in this new setting. The answer is again formally the same: N RĈ (H) is the closure in RĈ of N R (H). However the methods are completely different. In this case one needs a 'combinatorial' approach based on the Bass-Serre theory [16] of groups acting on trees and its counterpart for profinite groups [4] , [18] . By results of Serre (cf. Part II, Proposition 12 in [16] ) and Karrass, Pietrowski and Solitar (cf. Theorem 1 in [7] ), finitely generated virtually free groups are precisely the fundamental groups Π abs 1 (G, Δ) of graphs of finite groups over a finite graph Δ. In the case we consider here the vertex groups of this graph of groups are in the class C. Associated with a graph of groups there is a tree S abs , its universal (or standard) covering on which Π abs 1 (G, Δ) operates. Similarly there is a pro-C fundamental group Π 1 (G, Δ) associated with this graph of finite groups, and a corresponding pro-C tree S which is also a topological space. In the case we are interested in, Π 1 (G, Δ) is the pro-C completion of Π abs 1 (G, Δ), and S abs is embedded as a dense subgraph of S. Our method, which is perhaps the key original contribution of the present paper that makes the proofs work, is based on the study of the relationship between these two trees. First we show that for a closed (in the pro-C topology) finitely generated infinite subgroup H of Π abs 1 (G, Δ), S abs contains a unique minimal H-invariant subtree whose closure in S is the unique minimalH-invariant pro-C subtree of S. This leads to the proof of our main result when H is infinite. When H is finite, the basic result needed, that has independent interest, is that H 1 ∩ H 2 = H 1 ∩ H 2 in RĈ, for closed, finitely generated subgroups H 1 and H 2 of R. This is proved again using combinatorial methods: the key argument is based on the study of the tree canonically attached to an amalgamated product of abstract groups, and its counterpart in the category of pro-C groups.
We also apply our method to study the Tits straight line L b in a tree (cf. Serre [16] , Part I, Prop. 24) of the form S abs corresponding to the graph of groups (G, Δ) of residually finite groups G(m) (m ∈ Δ) over a finite graph Δ; L b is the minimal b -invariant subtree of S abs where b ∈ Π abs 1 (G, Δ) acts freely on S abs . We prove that then L b is the unique minimal b -invariant subtree of the profinite tree S, where S is the universal covering profinite tree associated with the graph of profinite groups (Ḡ, Δ) such that eachḠ(m) is a profinite completion of G(m). We accomplish this by first showing that the profinite fundamental group Π 1 (Ḡ, Δ) can be expressed as an inverse limit of virtually free profinite groups.
We finish the paper with an application of the above results to the following version of conjugacy separability. Let R be a finitely generated abstract group that contains a normal free subgroup Φ such that R/Φ is in a fixed extension-closed variety of finite groups C. Then we show that two elements x and y of R are conjugate in R if and only if their images in every quotient group C of R that is in C are conjugate; in other words, x and y are conjugate in R if and only if they are conjugate in RĈ. The result was known (proved by Baumslag and Taylor) when R = Φ is a free abstract group (cf. Proposition 4.8 in [8] ). When C is the class of all finite groups, this is the well-known result that free-by-finite groups are conjugacy separable (Dyer [2] ), and it was proved by Toinet [17] when C is the variety of finite groups consisting of all finite p-groups, for a fixed prime number p.
Notation
Generally, we follow the notation of [14] , which can be consulted for the main concepts and results related to profinite groups used in this paper; alternatively, the reader may consult [15] , for example. Throughout the paper we shall assume that C is a variety of finite groups closed under extensions, i.e., C is a nonempty collection of (isomorphism classes of) finite groups closed under the operations of taking subgroups, homomorphic images and extensions. For example, C can be the class of all finite groups, the class of all finite p-groups for a fixed prime number p, or the class of all finite solvable groups. A 'pro-C group' G is an inverse limit of groups in C; this is a compact, Hausdorff, and totally-disconnected topological group with the property G/U ∈ C, whenever U is an open normal subgroup of G.
Let R be an abstract group. Recall that the (full) 'pro-C topology' of R is the unique topology that makes R into a topological group in such a way that the set U of all normal subgroups U of R with R/U ∈ C form a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of the identity element 1. One says that R is 'residually C' if this topology is Hausdorff, i.e., if U∈U U = 1. The 'pro-C completion' RĈ of R is the pro-C group
The natural homomorphism R −→ RĈ is continuous (R is endowed with its pro-C topology). If R is residually C, this homomorphism is an injection, and we identify R with its image in RĈ, so that R ≤ RĈ. In this case the topology on R induced by the topology of RĈ is precisely its pro-C topology. If X ⊆ R, we denote the closure of X in R by Cl(X), and the closure of X in RĈ byX; we note that Cl(X) = R ∩X andX = Cl(X) (cf. Section 3 of [11] ). If A and B are pro-C groups, we will denote by A B their free pro-C product, i.e., their coproduct in the category of pro-C groups (cf. Section 9.1 of [14] ).
We shall often be interested in abstract groups R that are free-by-C; that is, R contains a normal free subgroup Φ such that R/Φ ∈ C, or equivalently, Φ is open in the pro-C topology of R. It turns out that such a group R is residually C (see Lemma 0.4 below). When C is the class of all finite groups, we revert to the usual terminology 'free-by-finite' (or 'virtually free') rather than free-by-C.
Preliminaries
We begin by recalling the definitions of the fundamental group and universal covering graph of a graph of groups, using a language and a notation common to the abstract and profinite settings that is convenient for our purposes. With this in mind, we shall not attempt to give these definitions in the most general setting. Instead we shall consider only graphs of groups (G, Δ) over finite connected graphs Δ (in the abstract case this does not make an important difference, but in the profinite case the finiteness of Δ makes the definitions much simpler). We also include here some consequence of well-known results. We refer to the papers [4] and [20] for basic definitions and results.
We only consider oriented graphs (cf. Chapter I of [1] ; in the language of [16] , we choose a specific 'orientation' of a graph). A graph Γ is a set together with a distinguished subset of 'vertices' V = V (Γ) together with two maps d 0 , d 1 : Γ −→ V , that restrict to the identity on V . This graph is called 'profinite' if Γ is a profinite space (i.e., a compact, Hausdorff, and totally-disconnected topological space), V is a closed subset of Γ, and the mappings d i are continuous. If e ∈ Γ, we say that d 0 (e) and d 1 (e) are the origin and terminal vertex of e, respectively.
is called the set (space) of 'edges' of Γ. For basic concepts such as connectedness or when a graph is a tree see Chapter I of [1] or Part I of [16] , for abstract graphs; and in the profinite case, [4] or [20] . If v and w are elements of a tree (respectively, a pro-C tree) T , we denote by [v, w] the smallest subtree (respectively, pro-C subtree) of T containing v and w.
A group H is said to act on a graph Γ if it acts on it as a set and in addition d i (hm) = hd i (m), for all h ∈ H and m ∈ Γ (i = 0, 1); if Γ is a profinite graph and H a profinite group, we assume that the action is continuous. The quotient H\Γ inherits a natural graph structure (respectively, profinite graph structure).
Let Δ be a connected finite graph. A 'graph of groups' (G, Δ) over Δ consists of a group G(m) for each m ∈ Δ, and monomorphisms ∂ i : G(e) −→ G(d i (e)) for each edge e ∈ E(Δ). If each G(m) is a pro-C group and the monomorphisms ∂ i are continuous, we say that (G, Δ) is a 'graph of pro-C groups'. The 'abstract fundamental group' Π abs = Π abs 1 (G, Δ) of the graph of groups (G, Δ) is defined by means of a universal property. Namely, Π abs is an abstract group together with the following data and conditions:
(i) a maximal subtree T of Δ;
(ii) a collection of homomorphisms
and a map E(Δ) −→ Π abs , written e → t e (e ∈ E(Δ)), such that t e = 1, if e ∈ E(T ), and
(iii) the following universal property is satisfied: whenever one has the data -H is an abstract group, 
In Chapter I, Definition 7.3 and Corollary 7.5 of [1] , and in Part I, Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of [16] , the fundamental group Π abs is defined explicitly in terms of generators and relations; there it is also proved that the definition given above is independent of the choice of the maximal subtree T , and furthermore it is proved that the homomorphisms ν m : G(m) −→ Π abs are injective for every m ∈ Δ. We use the notation Π
of a graph (G, Δ) of pro-C groups over a finite graph Δ is formally as before: one simply assumes that all the conditions take place in the category of pro-C groups, i.e., all groups involved are pro-C and all homomorphisms are assumed to be continuous. For the construction of Π, see [20] . However, the canonical homomorphisms ν m : G(m) −→ Π (m ∈ Δ) are not embeddings in general (cf. Examples 9.2.9 and 9.2.10 in [14] ). We use the notation Π(m) = Im(ν m ) for m ∈ Δ.
Associated with the graph of groups (G, Δ) there is a corresponding standard graph (or universal covering graph) S abs = . Π abs /Π abs (m), and the vertices of S abs are those cosets of the form gΠ abs (v), with v ∈ V (Δ) and g ∈ Π abs ; finally, the incidence maps of S abs are given by the formulas:
In fact S abs is a tree (cf. Chapter I, Theorem 7.6 in [1] , or part I, Section 5.3 in [16] ). There is a natural left action of Π abs on S abs , and clearly Π abs \S abs = Δ. Analogously, there is a profinite standard graph S = . Π/Π(m) associated with a graph of pro-C groups (G, Δ), with space of vertices and with incidence maps defined as above. In fact S is a pro-C tree (cf. [20] ). Π acts continuously on S and Π\S = Δ.
Next we describe explicitly a useful connection between the standard tree S abs = S abs (G, Δ) of a graph of abstract groups (G, Δ) over a finite graph Δ, and the standard pro-C tree S = S(Ḡ, Δ) of a graph of pro-C groups (Ḡ, Δ) that we described presently, after we make some basic assumptions. We shall assume that the fundamental group Π abs = Π 
in Π (there a certain abuse of notation here, as we are identifyingḠ(v) with its image in Π, and similarly we are using the same notation for the original elements t e (e ∈ E(Δ)) and their images in Π, which is justified since with our assumptions Π abs ≤ Π). Furthermore, one checks immediately the following result.
We make a further assumption, namely that for each m ∈ Δ, Π abs (m) is closed in the pro-C topology of Π abs (or, equivalently, Π(m) ∩ Π abs = Π abs (m)). Consider the natural morphism of graphs ϕ : S abs −→ S which on vertices and edges is
Under these assumptions ϕ is an injection of graphs; we think of S abs as a subgraph of S. Moreover it is clear that S abs is dense in S. We collect all of this in the following proposition. In the following lemma we consider a particular type of residually C groups that will be of interest to us later.
Lemma 0.4. Let R be a finitely generated abstract free-by-C group: say Φ R, Φ is a free group and R/Φ ∈ C. Then the pro-C topology of R is Hausdorff, i.e., R is residually C.
Proof. Let 1 = x ∈ R. We need to prove the existence of a normal subgroup U of R such that R/U ∈ C and x ∈ U . If x ∈ Φ, choose U = Φ. Assume x ∈ Φ. The pro-C topology of Φ coincides with the topology induced by the pro-C topology of R (cf. Lemma 3.1.4 (a) in [14] ). On the other hand, the pro-C topology of a free abstract group is Hausdorff (cf. Proposition 3.3.15 in [14] ). Hence there exists a normal subgroup U of R with R/U ∈ C, U ≤ Φ and x ∈ U . 2
Minimal subtrees
In this section we study cases when the tree S abs has a unique minimal H-invariant subtree D abs , and correspondingly when the pro-C tree S has a uniqueH-invariant pro-C subtree D. We are interested in the relationship between D abs and D. This will be a basic tool in our study of normalizers in the next section.
For ease of reference we first state some results obtained elsewhere. 
is injective on Δ. Proof. Part (a) appears in Lemma 1.5 of [19] . To prove (b), let B be the unique Consider now the following situation. Let H be an abstract group which is embedded as a dense subgroup in an infinite pro-C groupH. Assume that T abs is an abstract tree which is embedded as a dense subgraph of a pro-C tree T . We assume further thatH acts continuously on the pro-C tree T in such a way that T abs is Hinvariant and such that H\T abs is a finite graph, and suppose that the H-stabilizer of each vertex is finite (in reality we only need some condition to be certain of uniqueness of minimal invariant subtrees in case they exist for the abstract case; according to Lemma 1.3, this is guaranteed by the above condition). 
Lemma 1.2. Let H be a pro-C group that acts continuously on a pro-C tree T . Then (a) T has always a minimal H-invariant pro-C subtree
minimal N -invariant pro-C subtree of T . By (a), B ⊆ D. Let h ∈ H; then hB is also a minimal N -invariant pro-C subtree of T ; hence hB = B. So B is H-invariant.
Lemma 1.4. Assume in addition that the natural epimorphism of graphs
x r r r r r r r r r r r H\T abs =H\T where η abs and η are the canonical quotient maps of graphs. We observe that this means that if x, y ∈ T abs and x ∈Hy, then x ∈ Hy. The H-invariant subgraphs of T abs have the form (η abs ) −1 (R) for some subgraph R of H\T abs , and, similarly,H-invariant subgraphs of T have the form η −1 (R). Since H\T abs is a finite graph, we deduce that T abs has a minimal H-invariant subgraph, which is unique by Lemma 1.3. We remark that if T is anH-invariant pro-C subtree of T , then T abs ∩ T is obviously H-invariant, and
abs with respect to the H-action (i.e., an H-transversal with d 0 (m) ∈ Σ , for each m ∈ Σ ). Then, by our hypothesis, Σ is also a 0-transversal of η(T ) in T with respect to theH-action. Hence T abs ∩T = HΣ and T =HΣ , and in particular T abs ∩ T = T .
Let D be the uniqueH-invariant pro-C subtree of T (see Lemma 1.2). Put We apply this result to trees that arise as standard graphs (or covering graphs) of certain graphs of groups.
Trees associated with virtually free groups
Let R be a finitely generated abstract free-by-C group. We explain next the construction of an abstract tree S abs and a pro-C tree S associated with R and with the pro-C completion RĈ of R, respectively, so that S abs is a dense subgraph of S. Lemma 1.5. Let R be a finitely generated abstract free-by-C group. Then:
Proof. To fix the notation, let Φ be a normal free subgroup of R such that R/Φ ∈ C.
(a) According to a result of Karrass-Pietrowski-Solitar (cf. Theorem 1 in [7] ), R is the abstract fundamental group Π abs = Π abs 1 (G, Δ) of a graph of groups (G, Δ) over a finite graph Δ such that each G(m) (m ∈ Δ) is a finite group. The isomorphic image Π abs (m) of G(m) (m ∈ Δ) is a subgroup of R = Π abs . On the other hand, a finite subgroup of R is isomorphic to a subgroup of R/Φ, and so it is in C.
(b) Let ν m : G(m) −→ Π abs = R be the inclusion (m ∈ Δ). Then Π abs together with the maps ν m and a map E(Δ) −→ Π abs , written e → t e , satisfies the universal property described in Section 0. By Lemma 0.4, R is residually C so that R ≤ RĈ. By abuse of notation we also write ν m : G(m) −→ RĈ and e → t e for the compositions G(m) → R → RĈ and E(Δ) −→ R → RĈ. We shall show that RĈ together with these maps satisfies the universal property in the category of pro-C groups that characterizes the pro-C fundamental group Π = Π C 1 (G, Δ). Let H be a pro-C group and let β m : G(m) −→ H (m ∈ Δ) be homomorphisms and e → s e a map E(Δ) −→ H satisfying the condition (0.1) in Section 0. Since R = Π abs , there exists a unique homomorphism δ :
is open in the pro-C topology of R, i.e., δ : R −→ H is continuous. Therefore δ extends uniquely to a continuous homomorphismδ :
= s e (e ∈ E(Δ)); moreover,δ is the unique continuous homomorphism RĈ −→ H satisfying these conditions, forδ is determined by its restriction to the dense subgroup R of RĈ.
(
c) This follows trivially from (a) and (b). 2
We continue with the assumptions and the notation of this lemma. Since in the present situation G(m) is finite, we have G(m) ∼ = Π abs (m) = Π(m) (m ∈ Δ). In particular, Π abs (m) is closed in the pro-C topology of R. This together with the fact that R = Π abs ≤ dense RĈ = Π implies that the natural map of graphs
, is a dense embedding of the abstract tree S abs in the pro-C tree S (see Proposition 0.2). 
. This is obviously a finite connected graph. Then
abs is a connected subgraph of the tree S abs , and so T abs is a tree. Clearly it is H-invariant. Hence its closure in S,
is a pro-C subtree of S; clearly it isH-invariant.
Since H is infinite and each G(m) is finite, our result will follow from Lemma 1.4 after we show that the epimorphism of graphs H\T abs −→H\T is in fact an isomorphism. To see this we distinguish two cases. 
The aim of this subsection is to prove the following result. Before embarking on the proof of this proposition, we need two auxiliary results which are valid in more generality than is necessary for our purposes; for these results we consider the pro-C topology, where C is an extension-closed variety of finite groups. The first one (Proposition 1.9) was proved in [12] , but we record it here for the convenience of the reader. The strategy in the proof of Proposition 1.8 above is to find a way to use Proposition 1.6; one cannot use it directly because it assumes that the fundamental group Π abs is free-by-C. However, we show in our second auxiliary result (Proposition 1.10) that, under the hypotheses of the above proposition, Π can be expressed as an inverse limit of pro-C fundamental groups which are the pro-C completions of abstract free-by-C groups. 
G, Δ). Then there is an inverse system of graphs of groups (G U , Δ) over Δ such that:
is as in Proposition 0.2.
(b) For each U ∈ U, let Π U = Π 1 (G U , Δ) be the pro-C fundamental group of the graph of groups (G U , Δ), and let S U = S(G U , Δ) be the corresponding standard pro-C tree. Then
where Π is the fundamental pro-C group of (Ḡ, Δ), and where S is the corresponding standard pro-C tree. 
(e) Let H be a closed subgroup of Π that acts freely on S. Then there exists someŨ ∈ U such that for all V ∈ U with V ≤Ũ one has that ϕ V (H) acts freely on S V .
Proof. For each U ∈ U, consider the graph of groups (G U , Δ) over Δ with
The only parts that require an explicit proof are (c) and (e), for (a), (b) and (d) are immediate consequences of the definitions.
(c) For U ∈ U, denote byŨ the subgroup of Π abs generated by the U -stabilizers of the vertices of S abs , i.e., 
Therefore, 
(e) Let Y (respectively, Y U , where U ∈ U) be the compact subspace of the points of S (respectively, S U ) fixed by H (respectively, ϕ U (H)); clearly
Since H acts freely on S, Y = ∅. By compactness, there exists someŨ ∈ U such that Y V = ∅ whenever V ∈ U and V ≤Ũ (cf. Proposition 1.1.4 in [14] ). This means that ϕ V (H) acts freely on S V for all such V . 
This completes the proof of (a). 2
Closure of normalizers
Let R be an abstract group which is residually C and let H be a finitely generated closed (in the pro-C topology of R) subgroup of R. In this section we study the relationship between the normalizer N R (H) = {x ∈ R | x −1 Hx = H} of H in R and the normalizer N RĈ (H) ofH in RĈ, whereH is as usual the closure of H in RĈ. When R is finitely generated and contains an open free abstract subgroup, we show (Theorem 2.6) that the first normalizer is dense in the latter. In particular this is the case if R is free-by-finite and H is any finitely generated subgroup, when C is the class of all finite groups (Corollary 2.9). The crucial point for the proof of this result is that we can use 'combinatorial' methods, in the form of groups acting on trees, and the interrelation between abstract and profinite groups and graphs that we have developed in Section 1, precisely for this type of group R.
Lemma 2.1. Let R be an abstract group which is residually C. Let H and K be subgroups of R, which are closed in the pro-C topology of R. Then

R ∩ NK(H) = N K (H).
Proof. First we claim that
since H is closed in the profinite topology of R; therefore k ∈ N K (H). This proves the claim. Since K is also closed in the pro-C topology of R, we have Consequently,
Proof. By a theorem of Dyer-Scott (cf. Theorem 1 in [3] ) the group R is a free product,
, where L and each Φ i are free groups and the C i are groups of order p. One deduces that
Since every finite subgroup of R of order p is conjugate to one of the C i , we may assume without loss of generality that H = C 1 is in the first factor. Then N R (H) = H × Φ 1 and N RĈ (H) = H × (Φ 1 )Ĉ (cf. Theorem B' in [6] or Theorem 9.1.12 in [14] ), which is its closure. Observe that each Φ i is a subgroup of Φ because
is the subgroup of fixed points of Φ under the action of H, and so C Φ (H) = Φ 1 is a free factor of Φ (cf. Theorem 2 in [3] ). This implies that (Φ 1 )Ĉ = Φ 1 (cf. Corollary 3.1.6 in [14] ). This concludes the proof of the lemma. 2
Recall (see Lemma 0.4) that if R is an abstract group which contains a normal free subgroup Φ with R/Φ ∈ C, then R is residually C, and in particular R ≤ RĈ. Proposition 2.3. Let R be a finitely generated abstract free-by-C group, endowed with the pro-C topology. Let H 1 and H 2 be finitely generated closed subgroups of R. Then
Proof. Obviously H 1 ∩ H 2 ≤ H 1 ∩ H 2 , so it is enough to prove that (2.1)
Say Φ is an open free group subgroup of R. By Corollary 3.3 in [11] , there exists an open subgroup Φ of Φ such that Φ = (
some subgroup M of Φ. Note that the pro-C topology of the clopen subgroup Φ coincides with the topology induced from the pro-C topology of R (cf. Lemma 3.1.4 in [14] ), so thatΦ = ΦĈ ≤ RĈ. Hence, if X ⊆ Φ, the notationX is unambiguous: it represents both the closure in ΦĈ or in RĈ.
We claim that to prove (2.1) it suffices to prove that
Indeed, assume that (2.2) holds. Since H i ∩ Φ is open in H i , one has a finite union
j , where g
proving the claim. It remains to prove (2.2). To simplify the notation we shall restate (2.2) in the following manner: assume that Φ is a free abstract group of finite rank, H 1 and H 2 are closed finitely generated subgroups of Φ, and Φ = H 1 * M , where M is a subgroup of Φ; then (2.2) says H 1 ∩ H 2 = H 1 ∩ H 2 . We shall prove this.
Let
Note that H is also finitely generated by Howson's theorem (cf. [8] , page 18). We need to provē
To do this we embed Φ in an appropriately chosen larger group L which we construct as follows: consider an isomorphic copy Φ of Φ under an isomorphism
If a is an element (respectively, a subset) of Φ, we denote by a the corresponding element ρ(a) (respectively, subset) of Φ under that isomorphism. Furthermore, we assume that this isomorphism is the identity on H 1 , i.e., it identifies H 1 with H 1 , so that Φ ∪ Φ is an amalgam of groups with Φ ∩ Φ = H 1 . Let
be the amalgamated product of the groups Φ and Φ amalgamating H 1 . Obviously, L is a free group of finite rank. In fact,
By the Kurosh subgroup theorem for subgroups of free products (cf. for example [8] ) applied to (2.3) we have
where A is a subgroup of H 2 .
Observe that the subgroups Φ, Φ , H 1 , H 2 , H 2 , H = H 1 ∩ H 2 = H , A and A are all finitely generated. Furthermore, they are closed in the pro-C topology of L and their pro-C topologies coincide with the topologies induced from the pro-C topology of L. Indeed, Φ, Φ and H 1 are free factors of L, and so for these groups the statements follow from Corollary 3.1.6 in [14] . In the case of H 2 and H, we know that these subgroups are closed in R, and so for these groups the statements follow from Corollary 3.3 in [11] ; the argument is similar for H 2 ; finally A and A are closed since they are free factors of H 2 and H 2 , respectively, and so closed. In particular the notationΦ, H 1 , H 2 , etc., is unambiguous: it has the same meaning whether these closures are taken in LĈ, ΦĈ, etc. Hence, from now on, closures are assumed to be taken in LĈ, and they coincide with their own pro-C completions:
the pro-C amalgamated product, and
(here stands for free pro-C product).
Consider the subgroup P = H 2 , H 2 of L generated by H 2 and H 2 . Then
Next we assert thatP
To see this define a continuous epimorphism ϕ : LĈ −→Φ by sendingΦ toΦ identically, andΦ toΦ by means of ρ −1 . Note that ϕ(P ) = H 2 . The assertions follow. We deduce that
(the last equality holds since, by the definition of Φ , one has
We claim that P is closed in the pro-C topology of L, i.e., that
To prove this we use the standard tree S abs associated with the amalgamated product L = Φ * H1 Φ , and the standard pro-C tree S associated with the amalgamated pro-C product LĈ =Φ H1 Φ which we described in Section 0. In these cases L = Φ * H1 Φ and LĈ =Φ H1 Φ are the abstract and pro-C fundamental groups of graphs of groups over a graph Δ with a single edge and two different vertices. We recall the explicit definitions of S abs and S in these specific situations: the vertices of S abs are the elements of L/Φ ∪ . L/Φ and its set of edges is L/H 1 ; moreover, the origin of an edge xH 1 (x ∈ L) is d 0 (xH 1 ) = xΦ, and its terminal vertex is d 1 (xH 1 ) = xΦ . Similarly, the pro-C tree S has vertices LĈ/Φ ∪ . LĈ/Φ and edges LĈ/H 1 , with d 0 (xH 1 ) = xΦ and d 1 (xH 1 ) = xΦ , where x ∈ LĈ. Now, the map S abs −→ S given by xΦ → xΦ, xΦ → xΦ and xH 1 → xH 1 (x ∈ L) is an embedding of graphs because by assumption the subgroups Φ, Φ and H 1 are closed in the pro-C topology of L (see Proposition 0.2). We think of S abs as being a dense subgraph of S. Denote by e ∈ S abs ⊆ S the edge e = 1H 1 = 1H 1 , so that
Choose g ∈ L ∩P . To prove (2.4) we need to show that g ∈ P . Note that ge ∈P e ⊆ S. Denote by [e, ge] the smallest pro-C subtree of S containing e and ge. are finitely generated and closed in the pro-C topology of the free abstract group L, we have that any finite product 
because H 2 and H 1 are closed. Thus g ∈ P , as required. This proves the claim. ThereforeP
We deduce that (H) . Note that C Φ (M ) is closed and finitely generated, and therefore so is C Φ (M )H. Hence the induced pro-C topology on ΦH is its full pro-C topology (this follows from Corollary 3.3 in [11] ). Thus we may assume that Φ = C Φ (M ) and R = Φ × H, and therefore M is a finite normal subgroup centralizing Φ. Thus factoring out M and identifying Φ with its image modulo this factorization it suffices to prove the equality C Φ (H/M ) = C Φ (H/M ). Since the order of H/M smaller than the order of H, the result follows from the induction hypothesis.
If H is noncyclic, take M 1 and M 2 to be two distinct maximal subgroups of H. By Proposition 2.3
Now, by the induction hypothesis, the latter expression coincides with
In [5] , Marshall Hall proved that a finitely generated subgroup H of a free abstract group Φ is closed in the profinite topology of Φ. It easily follows that a finitely generated subgroup of a virtually free abstract group R is automatically closed in the profinite topology of R. Therefore we deduce: Corollary 2.5. (Proposition 2.4 in [18] ) Let R be a finitely generated virtually free (or free-by-finite) abstract group. Let H 1 and H 2 be finitely generated subgroups of R. Then
where if X ⊆ R, thenX denotes the closure of X in the profinite completionR of R.
Theorem 2.6. Let R be a finitely generated free-by-C abstract group. Consider a finitely generated subgroup H of R which is closed in the pro-C topology of R.
Proof. Obviously N R (H) ≤ N RĈ (H). We need to prove the opposite containment. We continue with the notation of sections 0 and 1. By Lemma 1.5, we have that R = Π abs 1 (G, Δ) = Π abs , where (G, Δ) is a graph of finite groups in C over a finite graph Δ. Let S abs be the standard tree associated with this graph of groups and let S be the standard pro-C tree associated with (G, Δ), considered as a graph of pro-C groups. 
Since this union is finite, taking closures we have
(the last equality holds since N R (H) ≤ N RĈ (H)). By the claim these unions are disjoint. So, in particular, in [20] , N RĈ (H) is conjugate to a subgroup of some vertex group Π(v) = Π abs (v), so that we may assume that it is contained in Π(v). Thus
proving the result in this case.
Subcase 2 (b). N R (H) is infinite. Hence so is C Φ (H). Since R is finitely generated, so is Φ. Note that C Φ (H) is the subgroup of elements of the free group Φ fixed by the finite group H (as a group of automorphisms). Therefore C Φ (H) is a free factor of Φ (cf. Theorem 2 in [3] ). Hence C Φ (H) is finitely generated; it is also closed in the pro-C topology of Φ, and so of R (cf. Corollary 3.1.6 (b) in [14] ). It follows that N R (H) is finitely generated and closed in the pro-C topology of R. Therefore we may invoke Proposition 1.6 to see that there is a unique minimal 
Moreover, this equality also holds for any (not necessarily closed ) cyclic subgroup H of Φ.
Proof. Consider the natural homomorphism
(for the last equality we use Theorem 2.6). Since the index of C R (H) in N R (H) is at most 2, the result follows immediately: suppose C RĈ (H) = N R (H) and let r ∈ N R (H); then r ∈ C RĈ (H), and so r ∈ C R (H), i.e., C R (H) = N R (H). Hence
Assume now that H is a cyclic subgroup of Φ, not necessarily closed. By Lemma 2.7, C R (H) = C R (Cl(H)). Therefore using the result above for the closed subgroup Cl(H),
Using the result of M. Hall mentioned above, one deduces immediately the following consequence to Theorem 2.6. Corollary 2.9. Let R be a finitely generated virtually free (or free-by-finite) abstract group, and let H be a finitely generated subgroup. Then
Conjugacy C-separability
An abstract group R is said to be conjugacy C-separable if for any pair of nonconjugate elements x and y of R, there is a quotient group of R which is in C, and where the images of x and y are not conjugate. In this section we prove the conjugacy C-separability of a finitely generated free-by-C abstract group R. This generalizes Theorem 1.7 in [17] , where it is proved for the class C of all finite p-groups, for a fixed prime p. This result was proved by G. Baumslag and T. Taylor when R is a free abstract group (cf. Proposition 4.8 in [8] ). Our result assumes the theorem of Baumslag-Taylor and it is based on Theorem 2.6 above.
Note that if R is residually C, then conjugacy C-separability of R means that for any pair of elements of R, they are conjugate in R if and only if they are conjugate in the pro-C completion RĈ of R.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a finitely generated free-by-C abstract group and let H be a finitely generated closed (in the pro-C topology of R) subgroup of R. Then the pro-C topology of H coincides with the topology induced by the pro-C topology of R, i.e., HĈ =H.
Proof. Let Φ be an abstract free normal subgroup of R such that R/Φ ∈ C. Since Φ is open in R and Φ ∩ H is open in H, it suffices to prove that the pro-C topology of Φ induces on Φ ∩ H its pro-C topology (cf. Lemma 3.1.4 (b) in [14] ). This is the content of Corollary 3.3 (ii) in [11] . Theorem 3.2. Let R be a finitely generated free-by-C abstract group. Then R is conjugacy C-separable.
Proof. To fix the notation, say that Φ R, where Φ is an abstract free group such that R/Φ ∈ C. By Lemma 0.4, R is residually C. Let x, y ∈ R and let x γ = y, where γ ∈ RĈ . We have to show that x and y are conjugate in R. We may assume that x = 1. Since RĈ = RΦĈ, we have γ = rη, for some η ∈ ΦĈ, r ∈ R. So replacing x by x r and γ by η, we may assume that γ is in ΦĈ. Then y ∈ x ΦĈ ∩ R = x Φ ∩ R = x (Φ ∩ R) = x Φ. Hence, from now on, we may also assume that R = x Φ. Note that RĈ = x ΦĈ. Since RĈ/ΦĈ is abelian, we have x −1 γ −1 xγ ∈ ΦĈ, i.e., xΦĈ = x γ ΦĈ. On the other hand, the natural map ρ : R/Φ −→ RĈ/ΦĈ is a bijection. Since ρ(yΦ) = yΦĈ = x γ ΦĈ = xΦĈ = ρ(xΦ), we deduce that yΦ = xΦ. From now on we assume that (3.1) R = x Φ, y = x γ ∈ R, with γ ∈ ΦĈ, and yΦ = xΦ.
Now we distinguish two cases.
Case 1. The order of x is infinite. Let n be a positive integer such that x n ∈ Φ. So y n ∈ Φ and y n = (x n ) γ . From the Baumslag-Taylor result mentioned above we deduce that y n and x n are conjugate in Φ. Say f −1 x n f = y n , where f ∈ Φ. Replacing x with f xf −1 , we may assume that y n = x n . Therefore γ ∈ C RĈ (x n ).
Since x n ∈ Φ, we may apply Corollary 2.8 to get that C RĈ (x n ) = C R (x n ). Thus we have x, y, γ ∈ C R (x n ). Note that C R (x n ) ∩ Φ = C Φ (x n ). Since x n = 1 and Φ is free, C Φ (x n ) is cyclic, say C Φ (x n ) = z and z m = x n , for some natural number m. Using the uniqueness of mth roots in Φ, we get that C R (x n ) = C R (z) (see the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.7). Hence x ∈ C R (z), i.e., x and z commute.
Since R = x Φ, we obtain that C R (x n ) = x C Φ (x n ) = x z . Therefore C R (x n ) is abelian, and hence so is C R (x n ). This implies that x = y. Thus the result follows in this case.
Case 2. The order of x is finite. Observe that x is isomorphic to a subgroup of R/Φ, and so x ∈ C. We proceed by induction on the order of x.
Subcase 2 (a). The order of x is p, a prime. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we have
LĈ, where L and each Φ i are free groups and the C i are groups of order p. Since every finite subgroup of R of order p is conjugate in R to one of the C i (cf. [16] , Part I, Corollary 1 of Proposition 2), we can assume that C 1 = y . Since R = x Φ, there exists some f ∈ Φ such that x f = C j , for some j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Replacing x with x f and γ with f −1 γ, we can assume that x = C j ; note that the conditions (3.1) still hold. Since x and y are conjugate in RĈ, we deduce that x = y (cf. Theorem 9.1.12 in [14] ). Hence the result holds in this case.
Subcase 2 (b). The order of x is finite but not a prime. Choose a natural number n such that the order of x n is a prime. By the subcase above, replacing x by a certain conjugate in R, we may assume that x n = y n , and so γ centralizes x n . Hence γ ∈ C ΦĈ (x n ) = C Φ (x n ) (the last equality is the content of Lemma 2.2 (b )). Put H = x C Φ (x n ). Since x normalizes C Φ (x n ), H is a subgroup of R. By Lemma 2.2, C Φ (x n ) is a free factor of Φ, and so it is closed in Φ. Hence C Φ (x n ) is closed in R. Since x is finite, H is closed in R, so by Lemma 3.1, HĈ =H. Therefore, HĈ =H = x C Φ (x n ). It follows that x, y ∈ H and γ ∈ HĈ. Hence we may assume that R = H = x C Φ (x n ). Moreover, conditions (3.1) still hold, where now C Φ (x n ) plays the role of Φ. Note that then x n is a central subgroup of R, and R/ x n = ( x / x n )C Φ (x n ), where, with a certain abuse of notation, we identify C Φ (x n ) with its isomorphic image in R/ x n . Denote byx andỹ the images of x and y in R/ x n , respectively. So R/ x n = x C Φ (x n ). Note that the order ofx is strictly smaller than the order of x, namely,ỹ =x γ , with γ ∈ C Φ (x n ), and C Φ (x n ) is a finitely generated free normal subgroup of R/ x n such that (R/ x n )/C Φ (x n ) ∼ = x ∈ C. By the induction hypothesis, there exists some f ∈ C Φ (x n ) such thatỹ =x f . Replacing x with x f and γ with f −1 γ, we may assume thatỹ =x; observe that conditions (3.1) still hold, with C Φ ( x n ) playing the role of Φ. Therefore y = xc, for some c ∈ x n . Since xC Φ ( x n ) = yC Φ ( x n ), and C Φ (x n ) is a free group, we have c = 1. Thus x = y, and the result follows. 2
